India v Pakistan ODIs

by Hemical

The Indians and Pakistanis are the top ten wicket-takers in ODIs between the two countries

Across
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1 Indian kings and
princes initiate local
development: every
village starts (5,3)
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5 Hark at worried
Pakistani! (6)
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9 Indian ran this ragged
(7)
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10 Fashionable part of
London you and I gun
down (4,3)
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11 Electrical leak
returns when fencers use
them (5)
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12 Kill using flowing
water limitlessly (9)
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13 Marketing a
melancholy Indian (6)
27

15 The grid obscured
what sailors did to boat
after capsizing (7)

28

18 What small hill
offers the unintellectual
(7)

27 David Lloyd loses
his head after starting to
kick Indian (6)

6 Former US statesman
getting affectionate with
queen (9)

overhelmed by need for
something to write with
(5,3)

20 Pakistani frightened
to drop a setter (6)

28 Fat Barney Rubble
loses near roundabout
(8)

7 Partially soothe,
taking unknown angle
(5)

19 Pakistani used to be
slightly important (5)

Down

8 He dreads strange
people with ginger hair
(8)

22 Extravagantly
devious after policeman
incurs debt (9)

24 Share ten wickets
1 Knocks out woman's
without you, we hear (5) dietary restriction (6)
25 One who talks to the 2 Valued green lucky
dead sends me away for dip (5,4)
fairies' central element
3 Boys take nothing but
(7)
get a great deal (5)
26 Seeing Abdul Qadir's
4 Formerly healthy
leg-breaks allegedly
inspired new beginnings doctors' leader let air out
(7)
for Pakistani (7)

10 Pakistani squad
regularly in conflict (5)
14 Hide up after
disrupting rotas of
clothing experts (9)
16 Val waited around
for spectacular
phenomenon (5,4)
17 Baroda's first family

20 Bass lay around at
unmeasurable depth (7)
21 Mean confidence
trick to have happy
ending (6)
23 Knight gets up in the
afternoon for light
bender (5)
24 Pakistani sailor at
heart Iraqi, not Irish (5)

